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Introduction: A Quick Guide
Linguistic requirements: The materials are designed for

students at the intermediate to advanced level (year 9 and up,

B1 on the CEFR global scale for ‘easy’ level tasks, B2 for

‘advanced’ level tasks).

Technical requirements: This resource for digital learning in

CLIL classes is optimised for individual use with tablet

computers or other mobile devices. A stable and fast

i n t e rn e t connect ion is s t rongly recommended.

Headphones are suggested to allow students to play videos

and other multimedia content at their own pace.

How to work with the materials: The materials are designed in

such a way that students can work on the tasks individually,

in pairs as well as in small groups. Suggested learning

arrangements are indicated by the following symbols:

work on your own

specific methods (e.g. interpreting maps
and

Attention to diversity: Different levels of difficulty, both in

terms of language and content, are offered. Students can

decide for each task which level suits them best. Colours

indicate the levels:

E

easy

I

intermediate

A

advanced

Developing subject literacies: Tasks are designed to foster

subject literacies in Geography and Biology. Subject-

climate

graphs) and interdisciplinary skills (e.g. learning new

words and terminology) are systematically developed,

supported by CLIL Skills tutorials.

Reflexive learning: At the end of a unit, students get

together in mixed groups containing students who have

dealt with different task levels to exchange and reflect on

their learning progress. Thus, students can contribute

different aspects of a topic. Some of the activities used

here, such as 3-2-1 RIQ (3 recalls, 2 insights, 1 question), a

r e i n s p i r e d b y N e w L e a r n i n g m e t h o d o l o g y.

(www.newlearningonline.com).

cooperate in pairs

work in small groups (3-4 students)
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1. First Impressions
of the Tropical 
Rainforest

In this unit, we will discover the
fascinating ecosystem of the
tropical rainforest and learn more
about its vegetation and wildlife.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives Lesson plan
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Tip 1:Word webs are a great tool for
vocabulary learning in CLIL. Learn how to make
one here!

Tip 2:You can find a lot of great
tools to create mindmaps online. Try 
Mindmeister or Padlet.

previous page nextpage

Tropical 
Rainforest

vegetation

climate animals

destruction of  
the rainforest

12

1. First Impressions
of the Tropical 
Rainforest

You may already know a thing or two
about the tropical the tropical
rainforest. Leave some space on your
sheet to add new ideas as you learn
more about the rainforest.



Tip: Many videos on YouTube offer subtitles. You can activate the subtitles in this video
by clicking on the “CC” button in the menu bar.

Task level: Easy Average Advanced

13

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest



TASKS: 1.As you watch the video, collect key terms related to the topic of the tropical rainforest and

add them to the fitting category. 2. Underline words that you have to look up. DeepL may be helpful 

here. 3. Expand your word web by adding new key terms. If you have difficulties with the spelling of

the terms, activate the subtitles (see tip on previous page).

climate vegetation animals destruction

nextpageNeedhelp?Clickhereforsomewordsandphrasesforyourtable

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest
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Here are some words and phrases - add them to the fitting category/ies.

canopy - to come to life - to thrive - to receive precipitation - habitat -

biodiversity - ingredients for food and medicine products - stabilise 

the climate - absorb radiation from the sun - convert carbon 

dioxide into oxygen - economic inequalities - human development - demand for

natural resources - deforestation - to disappear - sustainable logging

practices to slow down deforestation - to preserve the rainforest

back

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest
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TASK:Explain at least five of the highlighted key terms in your own words.

1)00:07-00:09: Their canopies of green  glitter in

the sun.

2)00:48-00:54: Two types of rainforests are

scattered across the globe: temperate and

tropical.

3)01:03-01:10:Tropical rainforests are  primarily

located in warmer climates between the Tropic of 
Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.

nextpage

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest
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4) 01:27-01:31: This precipitation plays 

a critical role in creating this lush

and biologically diverse habitat.

5)02:07-02:20: 0n an even larger

scale, rainforest help stabilise the

planet’s climate. It’s lush, green

vegetation regulates global

temperatures by absorbing massive

amounts of radiation from the sun.

nextpage
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6)02:42-02:49: Factors such as  

economic inequalities, human 

development, and demand for natural 
resources, have fuelled the

deforestatio
n

of these rich

ecosystems.

7) 03:01-03:15: But through educational

campaigns, sustainable logging 
practices, and cooperation with local 

communities, deforestation may

begin to slow down, helping to preserve
rainforests for many generations to 

come.

nextpage
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TASK: In your own words, sum up the main points that are made in the video  

about…

…the two types of rainforests and where they are found.

…the benefits of the tropical rainforest for humans.

…the role of the climate of the tropical rainforest for the creation of a diverse  habitat
and for the global climate.

…the reasons for deforestation and the consequences of the destruction of the  

tropical rainforests.

…sustainable use and the preservation of the tropical rainforest.

nextpage

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest
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TASK: 3-2-1 RIQ: Three Recalls, 2 Insights, 1 Question

1. Work on your own:

• Three Recalls: Note down three things that you remember from the video.

• Two Insights: Note down two things that you have learnt about the tropical  

rainforest.

• One Question: Note down one question that you have about the video or the topic  

of the tropical rainforest.

2.Form groups of three to five students. Exchange about your recalls, insights and 

questions. Try to answer each other’s questions.

3. Complete your word webs. Help each other to complete your word webs.

4. Whole class: Ask the questions you could not clarify in your groups.

nextpage

1. First Impressions of the Tropical Rainforest
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2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
Over the course of the next
lessons,  we are going on an
expedition to the  Amazon
rainforest in Brazil. We are  going to
learn about the biodiversity of the
tropical rainforest, life in the  
Amazon and the destruction of this 
unique ecosystem.

Tip: There may be some words in the text that you do not know. If
they are underlined, you can click on the  words and look them up
in the glossary.

Start

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives Lesson plan

21



nextback

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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You can choose three levels of
difficulty for the next step. The
language will be easier to
understand on the ‘easy’ level than
on the ‘average’ or ‘advanced’
levels.

Easy 

Average 

Advanced

previous page

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
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TASK: You have found this ad by the Union of Concerned

Scientists online. Describe the images and speculate about

the aim of this ad. Read the slogan below the images and

explain it in your own words. The words and phrases here
may help you speak about the ad. This will help you describe

the elements of the ad.

Fast food: A cause of deforestation?

nextpageprevious page Tip: For advice on describing images, see the CLIL Skill page “Describing images”.

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition

24



Fast food: hamburger
and  chips/fries

not worry about
the  rainforest

trees cut down;
forest  cleared

Rainforest destroyed  
for fast food?

contrast between
the  two images

back next:describingimages

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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Fast food: A cause of deforestation?

Phrases to describe and interpret the images:

The photo(s) show(s)… The one on the left/right shows…

The caption says… / The slogan of the campaign is…

The two images suggest/indicate a connection between … and …

The message of the ad(vertisement) is… / The ad conveys the message…

at the top

(on) the left hand side (on) the right hand side

at the bottom

caption in the foreground

in the background

In the 

centre/  

middle

Tip: For more advice on
describing images, see the CLIL
Skill “Describing images”

backusefulwords andphrases
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TASK: You have found this ad by the Union of Concerned

Scientists online. Describe the images and speculate about the

aim of this ad. Read the slogan below the images and explain

it in your own words.

Tip: For advice on describing images, see the CLIL Skill “Describing images”

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition

Fast food: A cause of deforestation?
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TASK: You have found this ad by the Union of

Concerned Scientists online. Describe the images and

speculate about the aim of this ad. Read the slogan

below the images and explain it in your own words.

sustainability deforestation

Tip: For advice on describing images, see the CLIL Skill “Describing images”
previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
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Before we fly to Brazil, we have
to  know where we are going.
Our destination will be Porto
Velho in the  Brazilian state of
Rondônia.

TASK:Locate the city of Porto Velho. 

You can use an atlas or Google Earth.

Easy Average Advanced

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
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Model text: Manaus
Manaus is a city of about 1.8 million  
inhabitants in northern Brazil. It is the  
capital of the state of Amazonas. Located  
at approximately 3°S and 60°W, it is 
situated at the Amazon river and  
surrounded by the Amazon rainforest.

With an international airport and an inland 
port , it is the most important city and  
economic centre in the Amazon basin.
Major motorways connect Manaus with 
other cities of the region.

back(easy)previous page back(aver.) back(adv.)

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
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TASK: Fill in the gaps with the words and phrases in the box below to describe the location  of Porto 

Velho. The model text and the CLIL Skills pages may help you (see links below).

Porto Velho is a city in the state of Rondônia _______________ in the ____________________ of Brazil. 

It is__________________ at 8°S 63°W. Porto Velho is __________________________ to the state of 

Amazonas. It________________________ the Madeira River.

_______________________ the Amazon rainforest, vast areas of the rainforest have been cleared 

for  agriculture and cattle farming, which dominate Porto Velho’s _______________________ .

Tip: Click here for the CLIL Skills page “Locating a Place” Tip: Click here to learn how to locate a place using Google Earth.

surrounded by - located - economy - near the border to - borders to -
northwest - situated

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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Information Order
Porto Velho’s economy is dominated by agriculture and cattle farming.

Porto Velho is surrounded by the Amazon rainforest. Vast areas of the rainforest  
have been cleared for agriculture and cattle farming.

Porto Velho is situated at 8°S 63°W.

Porto Velho is a city in the state of Rondônia.

Porto Velho is a city in the northwest of Brazil.

Porto Velho borders to the Madeira River.

Porto Velho is located near the border to the state of Amazonas.

TASK: Find a convincing order for the jumbled sentences below. The model text may help you. There is not

only one correct solution. When you have finished, use the information to write a text describing the

location of Porto Velho. Connect the sentences to make the text more readable.

Connectives: and - in addition - however - moreover

Tip: Click here for the CLIL Skills page “Locating a Place” Tip: Click here to learn how to locate a place using Google Earth.

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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TASK:Describe the location of Porto Velho. The model text may help you. Use an economic

map in your atlas to add information on the economic structure.

Click here for some useful words and phrases.

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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Before we fly to Brazil, we have to  
know where we are going. Our  
destination will be Porto Velho in 
the  Brazilian state of Rondônia.

TASK: Explore the environment of  
Porto Velho. Describe how the 
land is  used.

You can decide whether you would 
like  to use a satellite image
(average) or  Google Earth
(advanced) for this task.

previous page

2. Preparing for a  
Scientific Expedition
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Exploring the environment of Porto Velho

TASK: Describe how the land is used in  

the environment of Porto Velho.

The CLIL Skills page “describing satellite
images” can help you.

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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TASK:Explore the environment of  Porto

Velho. Describe how the land is used.

• Click on this link to view the 

environment of Porto Velho on 

Google Earth.

• Use the “measure distance and area” tool 

to measure the area of land used for 

agriculture and cattle farming in the state

of Rondônia.

• Compare the size of the area to the area of

your country.

Click on the “measure 
distance and area” tool in the
toolbar on the left. Then draw 
a line around the area where 
the rainforest has been
cleared for agriculture.

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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TASK: 3-2-1 RIQ: Three Recalls, 2 Insights, 1 Question

1. Work on your own:

• Three Recalls: Note down three things that you remember from today’s unit.

• Two Insights: Note down two things that you have learnt about land use in the  
tropical rainforest.

• One Question: Note down one question that you have about land use in the tropical  
rainforest.

2.Form groups of three to five students. Exchange about your recalls, insights and  
questions. Try to answer each other’s questions.

3. Complete your word webs. Help each other to complete your word webs.

4. Whole class: Ask the questions you could not clarify in your groups.

previous page nextpage

2. Preparing for a  Scientific Expedition
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3. The Ecosystem
of the Tropical Rainforest

Inthis lesson, we will learn more
about the complex ecosystem of the
tropical  rainforest.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives Lesson plan Start
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Except for the dry season, the weather in the
tropical rainforest is the same every day.

The sun rises at around 6 o’clock. In the early
morning, temperatures are relatively mild,
around 20°C. However, through the fog that
rises out of the dense vegetation, the air is
very humid.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Borneo_rainforest.jpg

At noon, temperatures reach around 28°C and
will further climb to 30°C in the early
afternoon. The humidity increases and thick
clouds darken the sky. Thunderstorms and
heavy rainfalls set in, cooling down the air to
around 26°C in the early evening. The sun sets
at six, and life in the forest awakens.

https://www.pxfuel.com/en/free-photo-qqvic

nextpage

3. The Ecosystem of the Tropical Rainforest
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The ecosystem of the tropical rainforest is a complex and sensitive 
environment, where all ecological factors depend on each other. In this 
unit, we will learn how climate, vegetation and soils interact to form the
Amazon rainforest and provide a habitat for an enormous diversity of
plants, animals and insects. In this unit, you can choose your profession to
study different elements of the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest.

Geographer Biologist

climate vegetation nutrient cycle

(advanced only)

wildlife

3. The Ecosystem of the Tropical Rainforest
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Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest

Difficulty:

AverageEasy Advanced
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TASK: 1. Go to www.climatecharts.net. Find Porto Velho on the world map. Click on the red dot to

open the climate graph. 2. Note down key facts about the climate in a table. 3. Find (a place near)

your hometown and note down key facts about its climate. 4. Compare both places and point out

differences.

Place (A place near) yourhometown
averageannualtemperature  
(meantemp.

totalannualprecipitation(p.sum)

highest/lowesttemperature

temperaturerange

driest/wettestmonth

dryseason/rainyseason

previous page nextpage

Tip: Click here for the CLIL Skills page “Interpreting climate graphs”

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest

Porto Velho,Brazil 8°S 63°W

42
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Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
TASK: 1. Go to www.climatecharts.net. Find Porto Velho on the world map. Click on the red dot to

open the climate graph. 2. Note down key facts about the climate in a table. 3. Find (a place near)

your hometown and note down key facts about its climate. 4. Read the definitions of seasonal and diurnal
climate. Identify which place has a seasonal and which a diurnal climate. Give evidence.

Place (A place near) yourhometown
averageannualtemperature  

(meantemp.

totalannualprecipitation(p.sum)

highest/lowesttemperature

temperaturerange

driest/wettestmonth

dryseason/rainyseason

previous page nextpage

Tip: Click here for the CLIL Skills page “Interpreting climate graphs”

Porto Velho,Brazil 8°S 63°W

43
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Diurnal or aseasonal climate: a climate in which the difference between the
highest and lowest temperature during a day (daily amplitude) is greater than
the highest and lowest monthly temperature (yearly amplitude). Aseasonal
climates, as a consequence of the low variation in the course of the year, have
no seasons other than a dry and rainy season, which do not differ much in
temperature but rather in the amount of precipitation.

Seasonal climate: a climate in which the difference between the highest and
lowest monthly temperature (yearly amplitude) is greater than the highest and
lowest temperature during a day (daily amplitude). Seasonal climates, as a
consequence of the high variation in the course of the year, have up to four
seasons with
significantly different temperatures.

back

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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TASK:Watch this explain video on the intertropical convergence zone and explain 

how the climatic conditions in the tropical rainforest are formed.

Pay special attention to the following facts (green boxes):

Tip: You can activate the subtitles in
this video by clicking on the “CC”
button in the menu bar.

Tip: You can even see on Google Earth
how the ITCZ moves between the
tropics over the course of the year.
Click on this link, which shows cloud
formation and movement during the
last 24 hours. During the long rainy
season, you should see the clouds
rising and dissolving, while during
the dry season, the sky should be
mostly clear.

high amount of annual  
precipitation

dry season in June and July

previous page nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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CO-OP TASK: Gather in small groups of climate experts (all levels of  

difficulty). Exchange about your findings on the climate of the tropical  

rainforest. Then, speculate about the following question:

What came first - the rain or the rainforest?

Then watch this video together:

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3OWgb0Bv-A nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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Difficulty:

AverageEasy Advanced

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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Image source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Sademets%C3%A4n_rakenne.gif; text source:
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/personnel/krubal/rainforest/Edit560s6/www/whlayers.html

A)

B)

C)

D)

TASK: Match the layers A-D with the correct descriptions.

Then, fill in the correct label: understory layer - emergent 
layer - canopy layer - forest floor.

previous page nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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1)This is the primary layer of the forest and
forms a roof over the two remaining layers. Most
canopy trees have smooth, oval leaves that come to
a point. It's a maze of leaves and branches. Many
animals live in this area since food is abundant.

2) Little sunshine reaches this area so the plants have
to grow larger leaves to reach the sunlight. The
plants in this area seldom grow to 12 feet. Many
animals live here including jaguars, red-eyed tree
frogs and leopards. There is a large concentration of
insects here.

4) The tallest trees are the emergents, towering as
much as 200 feet above the
forest floor with trunks that measure up to 16 feet
around. Most of these trees are broad-leaved,
hardwood evergreens. Sunlight is plentiful up here.

3) It's very dark down here. Almost no plants grow in
this area, as a result. Since hardly any sun reaches
the forest floor things begin to decay quickly. A leaf
that might take one year to decompose in a regular
climate will disappear in 6 weeks. Giant anteaters
live in this layer.

http://www.srl.caltech.edu/personnel/krubal/rainforest/Edit560s6/www/whlayers.html


emergent layer

canopy layer

understory layer

forest floor

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Sademets%C3%A4n_rakenne.gif

previous page

TASK: Learn about the

layers of the rainforest in

this video. Then, describe the

layers of the tropical

rainforest in about 100

words. Include information

on:

- name and height of the

layers
- types of plants found in

each layer
- light and temperature on

each level

nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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TASK:Read the texts in the boxes about the layers of the tropical rainforest. Use the information

to draw a diagram illustrating the structure of the rainforest vegetation.

emergent layer

canopy layer

understory layer

forest floor

This is the primary layer of the forest and forms a roof over the two remaining layers. Most
canopy trees have smooth, oval leaves that come to a point. It's a maze of leaves and branches.
Many animals live in this area since food is abundant.

Little sunshine reaches this area so the plants have to grow larger leaves to reach the sunlight.
The plants in this area seldom grow to 12 feet. Many animals live here including jaguars, red-
eyed tree frogs and leopards. There is a large concentration of insects here.

The tallest trees are the emergents, towering as much as 200 feet above the forest floor with
trunks that measure up to 16 feet around. Most of these trees are broad-leaved, hardwood 
evergreens. Sunlight is plentiful up here.

It's very dark down here. Almost no plants grow in this area, as a result. Since hardly any sun
reaches the forest floor things begin to decay quickly. A leaf that might take one year to 
decompose in a regular climate will disappear in 6 weeks. Giant anteaters live in this layer.

Image source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/3d/Sademets%C3%A4n_rakenne.gif; text source:
http://www.srl.caltech.edu/personnel/krubal/rainforest/Edit560s6/www/whlayers.htmlprevious page nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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CO-OP TASK: Gather in small groups of vegetation experts (all levels of
difficulty).

Discuss what happens if you cut all the trees in an area of tropical rainforest and
only the vegetation on the forest floor remains.

Consider:

- Light
- Temperature
- water/precipitation
- Soil
- animals

Then, watch this video to get an idea of what happens.

nextpage

Geographer:TheClimateoftheTropicalRainforest
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Difficulty:

Easy Average

Biologist: Wildlife in the Tropical Rainforest

previous page

52



emergent layer

canopy layer

understory layer

forest floor

TASK:Learn about wildlife  

in the layers of the

rainforest here. Choose 

one animal per layer and 

explain how it adapts to 

the conditions in the layer.

Prepare a poster 

presentation.

previous page nextpage

Biologist: Wildlife in the Tropical Rainforest
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TASK:Create an audioguide for a canopy walk. Inform visitors about the wildlife in the 

different layers of the rainforest and how they are adapted to the living conditions

of each layer. Learn about wildlife and how they adapt to the conditions in the

different layers here. Choose one animal per layer.

Tip: You can use the recording function of your Tablet
or Smartphone to record your audioguide. Before
you record, rehearse the text by reading it out to a
partner. Ask for a feedback on the speed and
intonation of your performance.

previous page nextpage

Biologist: Wildlife in the Tropical Rainforest
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You might also find this helpful:

BBCBitesize:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zscsmnb/revisio
n/2

Thesoilofthetropicalrainforest:rich or poor?:
https://wtamu.edu/~cbaird/sq/2013/07/12/what-makes-
the-soil-in-tropical-rainforests-so-rich/

TASK:Gather information on the closed loop nutrient cycle online and create a 

short explainer video of up to one minute running time to explain how it works.

This diagram could help you:
(Source: https://fcollins01.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/ 
rainforestcyclespicture.png)

Tip: Click here for a video tutorial 
on how to create animated
explainer videos with Powerpoint.

previous page nextpage

Biologist: Wildlife in the Tropical Rainforest
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3.TheEcosystemoftheTropicalRainforest
CO-OP TASK: Form mixed groups of experts on climate, vegetation, wildlife and

soil/nutrient cycle of the tropical rainforest. Exchange about your findings

from your work in expert groups and sum up what you have learnt about your

topic.

Then, discuss how these factors are connected:

- How does the climate affect the vegetation and the soils of the tropical 

rainforest?

- How does the vegetation affect the soils and the climate? 

etc.

You may add extra arrows to show more connections.

next page

Image source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f6/Amazonian_rainforest_2.JPG
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Climate

SoilVegetation

Wildlife

next lesson

3.TheEcosystemoftheTropicalRainforest
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TASK: 3-2-1 RIQ: Three Recalls, 2 Insights, 1 Question

1. Work on your own:

• Three Recalls: Note down three things that you remember from today’s unit.

• Two Insights: Note down two things that you have learnt about the ecosystem of the
tropical rainforest.

• One Question: Note down one question that you have about the ecosystem of the tropical
rainforest.

2.Form groups of three to five students. Exchange about your recalls, insights and
questions. Try to answer each other’s questions.

3. Complete your word webs. Help each other to complete your word webs.

4. Whole class: Ask the questions you could not clarify in your groups.

nextpageprevious page

3.TheEcosystemoftheTropicalRainforest
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4.Deforestationandits 
Consequences
In this unit, we will learn more
about the causes and
consequences of deforestation in
the Amazon rainforest, as well
as about measures that are
taken against the loss of the
rainforest.

Learning objectives Lesson planGo to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Source: https://www.wallpaperflare.com/dry-ground-cracks-drought-cracked-earth-dry-soil-
clay-wallpaper-gcqxr/download/1440x900
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Source: https://www.wallpaperflare.com/dry-ground-cracks-drought-cracked-earth-dry-soil-clay-wallpaper-gcqxr/download/1440x900

previous page

It is said that the tropical rainforest is
a forest growing on a desert.

Discuss this statement. Consider what
you have learnt about the climate, the 
vegetation and the nutrient cycle of 

the tropical rainforest.

4.Deforestationandits Consequences

next page
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Causesofdeforestation

TASK: 1. Watch this video on

deforestation in the Amazon

rainforest. Copy the table

below. List causes and

consequences of deforestation

as well as countermeasures

that are discussed in the video.

back Choosedifficulty: Easy Average Advanced

4.Deforestationandits Consequences

Consequencesof deforestation Measuresagainst deforestation
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2. Write down the causes, consequences and measures on slips of paper (e.g. sticky

notes). Arrange them in a flow chart. This CLIL skills page shows you how to make one.

Write down three facts about the causes and consequences of deforestation using the

phrases from this CLIL skills page.

GAINLAND FORTHE
CULTIVATIONOFSOY

BEANS

LARGE AREAS
OFFOREST  CLEARED

PASTURES OF
CATTLE  FARMERS

HAVE TOMOVE
DEEPER INTOFOREST

LARGE AREAS
OFFOREST CLEARED

next step

4.Deforestationandits Consequences
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3. Use the information from the flow chart to write an article for a school magazine about the 

problem of deforestation. The useful phrases listed here and the suggested structure below will

help you.

Title Your notes
Introduction:Say whatthe text is  about.Raise

awareness ofthe problem.Arousereaders’

interest in  thetopic.

Main part (1):Thesensitive

ecosystemofthetropical rainforest

Main part (2):Causesof  deforestation

Main part (3):Consequencesof  deforestation

Main part (4):Measuresagainst  deforestation

Conclusion

I’m done!

4.Deforestationandits Consequences
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2. Write down the causes, consequences of deforestation and measures to stop it on slips of

paper (e.g. sticky notes). Arrange them in a flow chart. This CLIL page shows you how to

make one.

GAINLAND FORTHE
CULTIVATIONOFSOY

BEANS

LARGE AREAS OF
FOREST  
CLEARED

next step

4.Deforestationandits Consequences
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3. Use the information from the flow chart to write an article for your school magazine about

the problem of deforestation. The useful phrases listed here and the suggested structure below

will help you.

I’m done!

Title Your notes
Introduction:Say whatthe text is  about.Raise

awareness ofthe problem.Arousereaders’

interest in  thetopic.

Main part (1):Thesensitive

ecosystemofthetropical rainforest

Main part (2):Causesof  deforestation

Main part (3):Consequencesof  deforestation

Main part (4):Measuresagainst  deforestation

Conclusion

4.Deforestationandits Consequences
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2. Make a flow chart showing causes and consequences of deforestation and

measures to fight it. This CLIL page shows you how to make one.

Include your knowledge about the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest. In your flow

chart, show how deforestation affects the ecosystem.

Then, write an article for a school magazine on the problem of deforestation.

I’m done!

4.Deforestationandits Consequences
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5.SustainableAgriculture  in
theTropicalRainforest

below: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Jhum.jpg

In this unit, we will learn how
the rainforest can be used
for agriculture in a more
sustainable way.

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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TASK:Describe this image. What do you notice about the way the plants are cultivated?

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives

Tip: For more advice on describing
images, see the CLIL Skill “Describing
images”.

Lesson plan

Source: https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/46/Agroforestry-system-in-initial-phase-with-black-pepper--
Piper- nigrum--as-principal-cash-crop-interplanted-with-cupuau--T.jpg
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Shifting cultivation

Partner A: Partner B:

Agroforestry

TASK:Work in pairs. Partner A will gather information on shifting cultivation, Partner B 

on agroforestry. Both are forms of sustainable agriculture in the tropical rainforest, but

work differently.

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest

69



Partner A

=habitation field rainforest

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

TASK:Study this model and watch this video. Prepare to describe to your partner how the

system of shifting cultivation works.

Is shifting cultivation 
always sustainable?

If you need some help with

useful words and phrases,

click here.

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest
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Partner A
TASK:Study this model and watch this video. Prepare to describe to your partner how the

system of shifting cultivation works.

Useful words and phrases

trees/forest: cleared/cut down

vegetation: burned down

ash: used as fertiliser

land: fertile for a couple of years

nutrients: used up ->new areas are  
cleared

fallow land: time to recover

Is shifting cultivation
always sustainable?

=habitation field rainforest

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest
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Is shifting cultivation always sustainable?

As a traditional form of agriculture of the indigenous people of the
Amazon rainforest, shifting cultivation was limited to relatively small
areas of land.
However, in recent years, more and more areas of rainforest were cleared
through slash and burn. Even though shifting cultivation and slash and burn
are often used interchangeably, there is a clear difference between shifting
cultivation practiced by indigenous people like the Yanomami for subsistence
farming and slash and burn carried out by often criminal groups who clear the
forest to gain land for industrial agriculture.

Read more about it here.

See the consequences of excessive slash and burn in this video.
I’m ready

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest
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Partner B
TASK:Study this model and watch this video. Prepare to describe to your partner

how the system of agroforestry works.

Imagesource: Hoffmann, R. et al. (eds.) (2015):
Diercke Geography for bilingual classes.
Volume 1.Braunschweig: Westermann, 42.

I’m ready

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest
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Meet with your partner. Exchange about your findings. Discuss which

conditions have to be fulfilled to make agriculture in the tropical

rainforest sustainable.

Agriculture in the tropical rainforest can be sustainable if…

-

-

-

-

Partners A+B

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest
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TASK: 3-2-1 RIQ: Three Recalls, 2 Insights, 1 Question

1. Work on your own:

• Three Recalls: Note down three things that you remember from today’s unit.

• Two Insights: Note down two things that you have learnt about the sustainable use  
of the tropical rainforest.

• One Question: Note down one question that you have about sustainable use of the  
tropical rainforest.

2.Form groups of three to five students. Exchange about your recalls, insights and 
questions. Try to answer each other’s questions.

3. Complete your word webs. Help each other to complete your word webs.

4. Whole class: Ask the questions you could not clarify in your groups.

75

5. Sustainable Agriculture in the 
Tropical Rainforest



Look again at the slogan of the
campaign advertisement we
discussed in the first unit. Discuss
its message with regard to what
you have learnt about agriculture
in the tropical rainforest.

Sustainability means “people living in
one part of the world today should
not live at the cost of people in
other regions of the world nor at
the cost of future generations.”
(BMU).

6.CanFastFoodMeatfromtheRainforestBe
Sustainable?

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives
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7. Palm oil - Another Cause of Deforestation in 
the  Tropical Rainforest: Suggestion for a Project
Meat production is a serious threat to
the ecosystem of the tropical
rainforest, but by far not the only
cause of deforestation. In other parts
of the world, especially in southeast
Asia, palm oil production is the main
reason for the destruction of the
tropical rainforest. In a project, you
can apply what you have learnt in this
unit to learn more about this
challenge. Watch this video to get a
first idea of the problem:

next step

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Learning objectives Lesson plan
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Guiding questions for your project:

• What is palm oil used for?

• Where and how is palm oil cultivated?

• Which countries are the biggest producers of palm oil?

• What are the consequences of palm oil production for the ecosystem of 
the tropical rainforest?

• What can be done to address the problems caused by palm oil production?

next step

7. Palm oil - Another Cause of 
Deforestation in the  Tropical Rainforest: 
Suggestion for a Project
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Methods that you already know:

• Learning new words

• Describing images

• Locating places - also with the help of Google Earth

• Describing satellite images

• Interpreting climate graphs

• Studying animals and how they adapt to their habitat

• Making flow charts to analyse cause-and-effect relationships
next step

7. Palm oil - Another Cause of 
Deforestation in the  Tropical Rainforest: 
Suggestion for a Project
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How to proceed

• Form small project groups

• Make a plan: What do you want to find out? Where are you going to find
information on the topic? How are you going to present your findings?

• It is important that everybody makes an own contribution to the project.
Split the work into smaller packages and decide who is taking care of
which package.

• Make a time plan and set milestones. Meet regularly to exchange about
your progress.

7. Palm oil - Another Cause of 
Deforestation in the  Tropical Rainforest: 
Suggestion for a Project
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Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

81
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CLIL Skills: Learning new words - Making a Word Web

category A

topic

category B

aspect 1

aspect 2 aspect 2

aspect 1

A word web helps you organise the new vocabulary of a topic.

• It is easier to learn new vocabulary if it is learnt in context with other words from the 

same topic area.

• You can start a new word web in the first lesson of a unit and add new words in every 

lesson.

nextstep
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back

1. Collect:Make a list of all key terms that you already know about your topic.

2. Connect:Think about which categories there are. In the example of the word web on the

tropical rainforest the categories are vegetation, climate, animals and destruction

of the tropical rainforest.

3. Makethewordweb:

a) Write down the topic in the middle of the paper.

b) In a clockwise direction, write down the categories around the centre. Each

category must be connected by a line/an arrow with the center. Add aspects to each

topic. Aspect of “animals” are, for example, “ara”, “jaguar”, “tapir”.

c) Don’t forget to add words to your word web as you learn new ones!

CLIL Skills: Learning new words - How to make a Word Web
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back

CLIL Skills: Describing images

If you cannot travel to a place in person, photographs and other images are an 

important source of information. To obtain this information, it helps to 

systematically describe and interpret the image.

Take the following steps:

1. Global description: What is shown in the picture? When and where was it taken?

2. Detailed description: Describe the image in detail and systematically: from the 

foreground to the background, top to bottom (or bottom to top) or left to right.

3. Only describe what is really there. If you are not sure, make a guess (others may 

help you).

4. Relate what is depicted to the unit topic.

The phrases here may help you describe images.
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CLIL Skills: Describing images

Phrases to describe and interpret the images:
The photo(s) show(s)… The one on the left/right shows… 
The caption says… / The slogan of the campaign is…
The two images suggest/indicate a connection between … and …
The message of the ad(vertisement) is… / The ad conveys the message…

Fast food: A cause of deforestation?

at the
top

(on) the left hand
side

(on) the right hand
side

at the
bottom caption

in the
foreground

in the
background

In the
centre/  
middle

back
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CLIL Skills: Describing satellite images

Step 1:Orientation

… represents an area (of roughly … square

kilometres) south/north/west/east of …

The area represented in the satellite image

stretches (approximately) … km from

west to east/north to south.

…includes the city of/the border between/ 

the mountain range…

Step 3:Explanation
Step 2:Description

… coloured areas represent …

… are represented by …-shaped structures.

… cover most of the area (in the centre/in  

the west…).

The landscape can be described as a 

cultural/natural landscape.

The satellite image reveals that large 

areas of the land are used for.

The satellite image gives evidence of the 

extent of… in the area. back
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CLIL Skills: Locating a place - Useful phrases

Step Aspect Usefulphrases Example

1 Location • …is located/situated…
• …at 34°N (and) 118°W
• …extends from 45 to 53°N and 129-134°W
• …in the north/east/west/south/southwest of…
• …is bordered by…
• …in the centre of…/at the edge of…
• …close to the border/city of…
• …is the capital of…
• …is about 10 km north of…

Los Angeles is a city in southern  California, a 
federal state in the  west of the United States of  
America. The city is located at 34°N  118°W. It is 
situated near the  Mexican border.

2 Landscape • …borders/is located near a mountain 
range/desert/valley/ocean

• a river flows through the city from north to south
• …is surrounded by tropical rainforest/the … desert

The city is located at the Pacific  coast. It 
borders the San Gabriel mountain range in 
the east and the  San Fernando valley in the  
northeast.

3 Infrastructure • nearby cities are…
• … motorway/railroad connects … with/runs through../leads 

to…
• The city has a seaport (harbour)/(international) airport

Highway 1 connects LA with other  major cities 
along the west coast  such as San Diego or San 
Francisco.  There is an important seaport and  an 
international airport.

4 Agriculture/  
economy

• The region/land is mainly used for farming/agriculture
• …is grown/cultivated…
• Most agriculture concentrates on…
• The economy of .. is based on industrial production

• … is a service center/economic center of 
regional/national/  international/global 
importance.

LA is a service centre of global  importance. 
Most of the country’s  film industry 
concentrates on the  district of 
Hollywood.The south of  the city is 
dominated by heavy  industry.

backTip: Click here to learn how to locate a place using Google Earth.
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CLIL Skills: Using Google Earth to locate a place

Step 1: Click on the

magnifying glass symbol

in the bar on the left.

Enter the name of the

place.

Step 2: To see the

coordinates of the place,

turn on the gridlines. You

find this feature in the

“map style” menu.

nextpage
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CLIL Skills: Using Google Earth to locate a place

Step 3: To measure the distance between two places, you can use the “measure distance 

and area” function.

nextpage
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CLIL Skills: Using Google Earth to locate a place

Step 4: Explore the place in

detail by selecting the

“everything” map style in

the menu.

You can zoom in to find out about…

• water bodies (rivers, lakes, oceans…)

• infrastructure (airports, harbours,

railroads, motorways…)
And other important information about the place

back

• landscapes (mountain ranges, valleys, deserts…)
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CLIL Skills: Interpreting Climate Graphs

left y-axis: 
temperature in °C

right y-axis:
precipitation in mm

x-axis: months

mean (or average annual temperature) total annual precipitation (prec.
sum)

dry season
rainy
season

rainy
season

red line: 
temperature

blue line: 
precipitation

Location of
climate station

exerciseback(easy) back(average)
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CLIL Skills: Interpreting Climate Graphs

back

2. left y-axis:
3. right y-axis:

6. x-axis:

7. 8.

10.

9.5. red line:

4. blue line:

1. Location of  
climate station

a) months, b) precipitation in mm, c) temperature in °C, d) precipitation, e) total annual 
precipitation (prec. sum), f) mean (or average annual temperature), g) rainy season, h)
temperature, i) dry season.

9.

EXERCISE: Fill in the blanks with the correct labels.
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CLIL Skills: Making a flow chart

Step 1: Read the text or watch the
video carefully. Find out the central
topic.

Step 2:Mark the key ideas in the  text or
note them down as you are watching the
video a second time.

Step 3: Identify the starting point(s)
and the end result(s) of the process.
Sometimes this is the same if the
process is circular.

Step 4: Find out the relationship between
key ideas. Then, connect the key ideas
with arrows to show cause and effect.

Step 5: Revise the first draft of  your flow 
chart by reading the text/watching the 
video again. If necessary, draw a new flow
chart.

Tip: Done? Then
learn how to describe
cause-and- effect
relationships here.

back
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back

CLIL Skills: Describing cause-and-effect relationships

Describing facts from flow charts

• The flow chart shows/illustrates/analyses…
• The starting point is…/The end result is…

Describing cause-and-effect relationships

• Due to…
• because (of)
• As a consequence (of)… /In consequence, …
• therefore…
• this leads to…
• … results in…
• A cause of … is…/… is a cause of…/… is caused by …
• This affects…
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CLIL Skills: Creating an audioguide for a canopy walk
An audioguide is often used in museums, on city tours or in national parks when there are too many visitors

for a guided tour. An audioguide is a recorded, spoken commentary which informs visitors about the

exhibits of the museum, the sights of a city or the vegetation and wildlife in a national park.

What makes a good audioguide?

•A good audioguide should raise the visitors’ interest in what they see, help them discover something which

they don’t notice at first sight and give them an opportunity to learn something new about it.

•Keep in mind that the visitors have to be guided through the canopy walk, which means that you have to tell

them where to go next.

•The audioguide should draw attention to the environment and describe the relevant objects in detail. It

should then give important background information about them.

•The audioguide should raise the visitors’ curiosity. It matters how you use your voice: speak slowly enough

for the visitors to follow you. Pay attention to the rhythm and tone of your speech. It should feel like you are

talking to the visitors in person.

•Decide how you want to communicate with your audience: Experiment with a humorous, serious,

friendly or calm style.

back
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Glossary

A-D E-J K-Q

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

R-Z

Go to Unit
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Back to unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A

agriculture - farming of crops and livestock to meet human  

needs.

agriculture, industrial(ised) - farms which work like factories,  

mass production of meat and crops, often for export

agriculture, subsistence - cultivation of land and livestock  

breeding to meet a family’s or a village’s demand. If at all, only  

few of the products are sold on the market

agriculture, sustainable - agriculture which seeks to preserve  

the land so it can be used by future generations

agroforestry - a type of sustainable agriculture which includes  

trees on farmland to provide shade for crops and other  

cultivated plants. It thus imitates the vegetation cover of the  

rainforest.

B

biodiversity - the number of different species (plants, animals)  

living in an area

C

canopy - branches and trees that form the cover of the

(rain)forest

carbon dioxide - a gas consisting of one carbon and two

oxygen atoms. As a greenhouse gas, it is a major contributing

factor to climate change as it is emitted by cars, planes,

factories etc.

climate - the average condition of the atmosphere, usually

measured over a period of at least 30 years

D

deforestation - the clearing of areas of (rain)forest, usually to  

gain land for, e.g., agricultural/industrial use or the expansion  

of living space.

Glossary A-D
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Back to unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

E

economic inequality - material wealth is distributed

unevenly across regions, age groups, gender, etc.

ecosystem - community of organisms living in the same

environment

G

gridlines - line that forms part of a grid like the geographical

coordinate system to locate places on a map or globe

H

habitat - natural home environment of an animal or plant

(human) development - process or state of growth of individuals,

societies or mankind as a whole. Often measured in economic

terms, but material wealth is not a sufficient indicator. Other

indicators are education, health, gender equality, etc.

humid - containing a high amount of water vapour

Glossary E-J
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Back to unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

L

logging - activity of felling trees, cutting and preparing

timber for (commercial) use

N

natural resources - all materials and processes to meet

human needs for food, energy, knowledge, technology etc.,

e.g. wood, oil, wind, solar energy, etc.

nutrient cycle - process of decomposing/breaking down of

organic materials and providing nutrients to the soil, which

are then consumed by plants and trees.

O

oxygen - a chemical element contained in the atmosphere. It

is the prerequisite for human life and that of many other

species. Trees and plants convert carbon dioxide, which

contains two atoms of oxygen and on carbon atom, into

oxygen and absorb carbon. Therefore they are a crucial factor

in slowing down global warming.

P

precipitation - rainfall, hail or snow

preservation - keeping something the same or from being

damaged (verb: to preserve)

Glossary K-Q
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Back to unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S

soil - upper layer of earth which consists of organic material,

clay, rock particles etc., and which provides organisms

(vegetation, insects, etc.) with nutrients.

sustainability - a form of economic activity which is not at

the costs of people living in other parts of the world or of

future generations. It means to balance economic, social and

ecological demands to preserve the environment.

Tropic of Cancer - the northernmost point at which the sun

can be directly overhead. It runs along a circle of

approximately 23°26’ northern latitude.

Tropic of Capricorn - the southernmost point at which the

sun can be directly overhead. It runs along a circle of

approximately 23°26’ southern latitude.

temperate rainforest - a type of rainforest which grows in

the mid-latitudes. Temperate rainforest are found, for

example, in California, Vancouver Island, Chile and New

Zealand.

V

vegetation - collective term for all plants and trees

Glossary R-Z

tropical rainforest - a type of rainforest which grows in the

tropical zone, i.e. between the Tropic if Cancer and the Tropic of

Capricorn.
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Notes for the Teacher

ADiBE principles Learning objectives Lesson plans

Go to Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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The materials at hand were designed in the context of the Erasmus+ project ADiBE (Attention to

Diversity in Bilingual Education) - CLIL for all. The design of the materials and tasks follows the six

ADIBE principles:

• teachers as designers

• dialogic classroom

• explicitness

• learner centredness

• multimodality and multiliteracy

• scaffolding

back
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‘Teachers as designers of learning’ is a holistic approach

to the creative and inclusive planning, organisation and

evaluation of teaching and learning in classrooms. It

suggests that the goal of 'learning events' - the

processes leading to the end point of a topic or theme in

terms of what we want our different learners to have

learned and experienced over a specific period of time -

is in fact the starting point. ‘Teachers as designers’,

therefore, systematically plan for how this end goal will

be achieved for all learners in different ways. It is about

much more than task design and sequencing in

individual lessons. And, in bilingual classrooms it is

about much more than focussing on language tasks and

the learning of ‘content’.

• All activities allow for inner differentiation:

• For all activities, there are up to three levels of difficulty in

terms of content and language

• CLIL skills pages and a glossary scaffold learning processes

• The tasks allow for a variety of learning arrangements:

individual work, cooperative pair work and group work

• Some tasks cater to students’ different interests as they

offer a choice between different approaches to, and

perspectives on, a topic (see Unit 3)

• Students can individually choose the level of difficulty and the

amount of scaffolding

• During the entire unit, the teacher acts as a mentor and

facilitator, supporting individual learning where necessary.

back

ADiBE Principle #1:
Teachers as Designers
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ADiBE Principle #2:  
Dialogic Classroom
Since CLIL students are learning complex concepts

through a foreign language, CLIL classrooms must be

sure to provide safe spaces in which all voices can be

heard, regardless of each student’s level of foreign

language competence. CLIL classrooms must encourage

dialogue, interaction and collaborative learning, giving

all learners an opportunity to share their own

thoughts and perceptions on all topics. Dialogic

classrooms call for mutual respect, with teachers

adapting their instructional activities so that all

learners are supported, thereby enhancing each

student’s individual capacity.

• The tasks support collaborative learning. Knowledge is co-

constructed in a dialogic and collaborative way:

• Tasks labelled are designed for cooperative pair work

• The label indicates group work or come-together

phases at the end of a lesson that allow students working on

different levels of difficulty to contribute and discuss their

results.

• Language support is offered to support students’ interaction

in the foreign language.

back
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ADiBE Principle #3:  
Explicitness
The idea that it is important to make specialist or

‘vertical’ knowledge accessible in the classroom is

closely linked to Basil Bernstein’s work on the sociology

of education and pedagogic discourse. In fact, teachers

frequently break down abstract ‘vertical’ concepts by

means of ‘horizontal’ talk, i.e. translating them into

everyday language to make them more familiar and

relevant to pupils’ lived experience. However, they rarely

do the opposite. That is to say, teachers rarely teach

pupils how to actively navigate the formal discourse of

vertical school knowledge. This disadvantages learners

who are less good at picking up tacit rules by

observation and/or who are learning in a second

language. Visible pedagogy is necessary to create a more

level playing-field for all types of learners. Visible

pedagogy makes cognitive steps explicit and models the

formal language that is expected in examinations.

• Cognitive steps to completing a tasks are made explicit

through detailed instructions

• Students learn how to use geographical and

biological terminology in discussing issues centred

around the destruction of the tropical rainforest

• Students transfer information from one genre of

communication to another, thereby shifting registers.

back
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ADiBEPrinciple#4:  
LearnerCentredness

Student-centred, active, hands-on learning should be

favoured in CLIL programmes, where learners take

centre stage and become the protagonists of the

teaching-learning process. Learner-centred methods/

approaches such as cooperative learning, task-based

language teaching, project-oriented work, or curricular

integration should be part and parcel of CLIL scenarios

in order to cater for diverse learners and promote

inclusion.

The tasks are designed to cater for diverse learners to create

inclusive learning environments:

• All tasks allow students to work at their own pace and at a

level of difficulty of their own choice. Thus, they are

encouraged to make autonomous decisions about their

learning process.

• Tasks are based on methods of cooperative learning and

foster learner autonomy through project work.

• Some tasks allow students to make a choice according to their

own interests (see Unit 3).

back
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ADiBEPrinciple#5:  
Multimodality&  
Multiliteracy
By designing instruction that utilises a variety of tasks

deployed through a variety of modalities, we quite

naturally cater to diversity since multimodal

instruction not only accommodates individual

weaknesses but also engages and potentiates

individual abilities, competences and strengths. In

addition, within a multimodal framework, each task can

be optimised so to not only cultivate a multitude of

literacies, but also help students build academic

competences and develop “soft skills”. A multimodal

learning progression which uses an array of task types

deploying different modalities (texts, tables, images,

graphs, etc.) and which call for a variety of interactions

(individual, pair work, etc.) for different purposes

(negotiate meaning, email your friend, etc.) cultivates

not only multiple literacies but also builds academic

competence and develops “soft skills”.

• Tasks are deployed through a great variety of modes of

meaning-making: auditive, visual, linguistic modes are

combined in videos, models, graphs, and texts.

• By transferring information from one mode of meaning-

making to another (e.g. by verbalising a model or a graph),

multiple literacies are developed.

• The tasks envision a variety of interactions by combining

phases of individual work with cooperative and

collaborative pair and group work.

back
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ADiBEPrinciple
#6:  Scaffolding

Scaffolding refers to instructional techniques used to

move students progressively toward stronger

understanding and greater learning independence.

Teachers provide successive levels of temporary

support that help students reach higher levels of

comprehension and skill acquisition that they would

not be able to achieve without assistance. Like

physical scaffolding, the supportive strategies are

incrementally removed when they are no longer

needed, and the teacher gradually shifts more

responsibility over the learning process to the

student.

• Scaffolding is used on the language and content level to

support learning.

• Students can decide what amount of scaffolding they need to

complete a task.

• CLIL skills pages can be used as process scaffolds as they give

a step-by-step instruction how to proceed.

back
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Learning objectives
RATIONALE

In order to ensure optimal learning outcomes, students should already be familiar with
basic methods of Geography and Biology in their first language, such as working with
maps and locating places, describing (satellite) images, interpreting climate graphs or
characterising plants and animals. They should also have gained basic vocabulary in
English to communicate about climate, vegetation, landscapes and ecosystems.

Topic 
Relevance

The tropical rainforest has received increasing attention in international news as large
wildfires have destroyed large areas of the Amazon rainforest in recent years, many of which
were laid to gain land for cattle farming, agriculture and mining. The teaching unit
presented in this learning resource draws attention to the immense biodiversity of the
Amazon basin, its vulnerability and the role that consumers in industrialised countries play
in the destruction as well as the preservation of the tropical rainforest. To best experience the
fascinating flora and fauna of Brazil’s rainforest, many of the tasks are based on videos that
make the rich biodiversity tangible to students. Digital tools such as Google Earth are
employed to measure the enormous extent of destruction. To foster subject literacies in
Geography and Biology, CLIL skills are introduced in an extra section which scaffold
learning processes. The entire unit is framed by a discussion of an advertisement for a
campaign against the destruction of the tropical rainforest for meat production. It draws
attention to the responsibility that consumers - and hence also the students - have to protect
the rainforest and thus fosters critical thinking.

Lesson plans back109

Contextualisation/  
prerequisites



1. First Impressions
of the Tropical Rainforest: 
Learning objectives

Content • Students can characterise the climate, vegetation and wildlife of the tropical rainforest (all levels)

Language • Students can follow a video about the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest (all levels)

• Students can understand unfamiliar words (average)

• Students can briefly summarise important points of a video (advanced)

• Students can communicate about what they have learnt (all levels)

CLILskills • Students can make a word web to study thematic vocabulary and technical terms

back to Unit 1 next
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Time required: approx. 45 mins



1. First Impressions
of the Tropical Rainforest  
Lesson plan

Step Actions Media Learning arrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims and

contents of the teaching unit
• T explains the use of digital media

• tablet/laptop computers

• screen/projecto
r or electronic
whiteboard

• whole class

• S read introduction to the unit

• S collect ideas about the tropical rainforest (climate,
vegetation, wildlife, destruction of the tropical
rainforest) in the word web to activate previous
knowledge

• Ss’ ideas about the tropical rainforest are
collected on the board

• individual work
• whole class

• S watch the video and…
• collect information in a table (easy level)
• explain the underlined key terms (average level)
• sum up the main points made in the video

(advanced level)

• ear phones to listen
to the video

• individual work

• S gather in mixed groups of all levels and
exchange about their findings

• S use the methods of 3-2-1 RIQ to reflect on their
learning process

• group work

back to Unit 1 next
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Presentation/  
discussion/  
reflection
10 mins

Advance
organiser 5 

mins

Lead-in10 
mins

Elaboration
20 mins



2. Preparing for a 
scientific  expedition:
Learning objectives

Content • Students are aware of the problem of deforestation of the tropical rainforest for meat production 
(all levels)

• Students can characterise land use in the Porto Velho region (all levels)

• Students know the extent of deforestation for meat production around Porto Velho in the 

Amazon rainforest (all  levels)

Language • Students can describe a campaign advertisement (all levels)

• Students can explain the core message of a campaign advertisement (all levels)

• Students can describe the location and use of land of a place (all levels)

CLILskills • Students can locate a place using an atlas and/or Google Earth

back to Unit 2 next
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2. Preparing for a 
scientific  expedition
Lesson plan 1/2

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• Tgivesanoverviewofthe

aimsand  contentsof the
lesson

• wholeclass

• Tpresentsadvertisement
• Ssharetheirfirstimpressioninbuzz

groups

• buzzgroups

• Sprepare todiscusstheadvertisement
• easy level
• average level
• advanced level

• individual work

• Sdiscussthe advertisement • wholeclass

• Tdrawsattention tothe region
around  PortoVelho, whichis
heavilyaffectedby  deforestation
causedbymeat production

• wholeclass

• S locatePortoVelhousinganatlas
or  GoogleEarth

• Themodeltextwill help them

• atlas
• GoogleEarth

• individual work

back to Unit 2 next113

• tablet/laptop computers
• screen/projector or  

electronic whiteboard

Advance
organiser

2 min
Lead-in  5 

mins

Elaboration  
Step 1 
5 mins

Elaboration  
Step 2

20 mins

Transition
3 mins

Presentation  Step 1    5 mins



2. Preparing for a 
scientific  expedition
Lesson plan 2/2

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement

• S present and compare results 

either in  small groups or to the 

whole class

• Small groups or whole 
class

• S gather in mixed groups to reflect 

on their  learning process using the 

3-2-1 RIQ method

• small groups

back to Unit 2 next
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Presentation
10 mins

Reflection
10 mins



3.TheEcosystem
oftheTropicalRainforest:
Learning objectives

Content • Students characterise the climate of the tropical rainforest (all levels, geographer)

• Students explain the high amount of precipitation in the tropical rainforest (all levels, geographer)

• Students describe the vegetation layers of the tropical rainforest (all levels, biologist)

• Students explain the nutrient cycle of the tropical rainforest (advanced level, biologist)

• Students explain how different species adapt to the conditions in different layers of the rainforest (average level, 
biologist)

• Students understand cause-and-effect relationships within the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest (all levels, coop 
task)

Language • Students use thematic vocabulary and geographical terminology to speak about the climate of the tropical 
rainforest (all levels, geographer)

• Students use thematic vocabulary and biological terminology to speak about the vegetation and wildlife of the 

tropical rainforest  (all levels, biologist)

• Students describe cause-and-effect relationships within the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest (coop task, all 
levels)

CLIL skills • Students can interpret a climate graph

back to Unit 3 next
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3. The Ecosystem
of the Tropical Rainforest  
Lesson plan 1/2

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims and contents of the  

lesson

• tablet/laptop computers

• screen/projector or  
electronic 
whiteboard

• whole class

• S read introduction 
• S speculate about how plants and animals adapt 

to  the climate of the tropical rainforest

• whole class

• S learn about the climate, vegetation or wildlife 
in  the tropical rainforest
• geographer

• climate
• easy - average - advanced

• vegetation
• easy - average - advanced

• biologist
• nutrient cycle
• wildlife

• easy - average

• individual work

back to Unit 3 next
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Advance
organiser

5 mins
Lead-in  10 

mins
Elaboration

60 mins
- 120 mins

(depending on  
choice of tasks;  
students may  

work at their own  
pace; fast  

learners can do  
two tasks to gain  
a deeper insight)



3.TheEcosystem
oftheTropicalRainforest  
Lessonplan2/2

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement

Presentation/  
Transfer
15mins

• Sformmixed groups(geographers,biologists)

• Susetheir knowledgeincooptaskasthey

discuss  howclimate,vegetationandwildlifeare

connected

• Cooperativegroup
work

back to Unit 3 next
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4.Deforestationandits  
consequences:
Learningobjectives

Content • Students know causes and consequences of, as well as measures against, deforestation of the 
tropical rainforest (all levels)

• Students explain the problem of deforestation (all levels).

Language • Students describe cause-and-effect relationships.

• Students use thematic vocabulary and terminology to write an article for a school magazine 
about the  problem of deforestation (average level)

CLILskills • Creating a flow chart (all levels)

back to Unit 4 next
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4.Deforestationandits  
consequences
Lessonplan

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims and contents of

the lesson

• tablet/laptop
computers

• screen/projector or  
electronic 
whiteboard

• whole class

• T presents the statement
• S read and discuss statement

• whole class

• S explain causes and effects of deforestation by…

• …(1) watching the video and collecting information (all levels)
• …(2a) finishing a flow chart and writing a (scaffolded) article for a

school magazine on the problem of deforestation (easy level - average level)
• …(2b) creating a flow chart and writing an article for a school

magazine on the problem of deforestation (advanced level)

• individual work

• Two students’ articles are copied and handed out to students (digital or
print copies). In a first step, S use the writing scaffold to evaluate the
coherence of the articles. In a second step, they assess how well the
problem was communicated in the texts.

• Individual or pair work

back to Unit 4 next
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Advance
organiser

2 mins

Elaboration
60 mins

Presentation
/  Discussion

20 mins

Lead-in  
8 mins



5.SustainableAgriculturein  
theTropicalRainforest:
Learningobjectives

Content • Students can explain sustainable forms of agriculture in the tropical rainforest (all levels)

• Students understand a video on/a model of shifting cultivation (partner A)

• Students can interpret a model of agroforestry (partner B)

• Students deduct principles of sustainable agriculture from two examples (both partners)

Language
CLILskills

• Students verbalise a model of agriculture in the tropical rainforest (both partners)

back to Unit 5 next
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Time required: approx. 45 mins (Unit 5 a 6) 



6.CanFastFoodMeatfromthe  
RainforestBeSustainable?:
Learningobjectives

Content • Students critically assess the claim of sustainable meat from the tropical rainforest (all levels)

• Students apply their knowledge about the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest, causes and 

consequences of  deforestation and agriculture in the tropical rainforest (all levels)

Language
CLILskills

• Students discuss the campaign advertisement

back to Unit 5 next
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5. Sustainable Agriculture 
in  the Tropical Rainforest  
(including Unit 6)
Lesson plan

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims and contents of the  

lesson

• tablet/laptop computers

• screen/projector or  
electronic 
whiteboard

• whole class

• T presents the campaign advertisement again,  
presents the guiding question for today’s 
lesson:  “Under what conditions can 
agriculture in the  rainforest be sustainable?”

• whole class

• S work in pairs:
• (1) S learn about sustainable forms of agriculture

• Partner A: shifting cultivation (less demanding)
• Partner B: agroforestry (more demanding)

• (2) S exchange about their findings and discuss  
principles for sustainable agriculture in the 
tropical  rainforest

• cooperative pair work

• S present results of coop task

• Discussion prompt (Unit 6) is presented and  
discussed in the whole class

• whole class

106

next
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Advance
organiser

2 mins
Lead-in 3 

mins

Elaboratio
n 20 mins

Presentatio
n/  

Discussion
20 mins



7. Palm oil - Another Cause of  
Deforestation in the Tropical  
Rainforest: Suggestion for a Project
Learning objectives

Content • Students carry out a project on land use and destruction of the tropical rainforest in other parts 
of the world

• Students become aware of the problem of palm oil production (all levels)

• Students learn about the causes and consequences of palm oil production (all levels)

• Students apply their knowledge about the ecosystem of the tropical rainforest, causes and 
consequences of  deforestation and agriculture in the tropical rainforest (all levels)

Language • Students decide on an appropriate form of presentation and present the results of their project to 
the class

• Students use thematic vocabulary as well as terminology to speak about their project

CLILskills • Students make use of a variety of CLIL skills (e.g. locating a place using an atlas or Google maps, 
interpreting climate graphs, etc.) as they work independently in small groups on their projects

nextback to Unit 7
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Time required: Plan in at least 270 mins



7. Palm oil - Another Cause of  
Deforestation in the Tropical 
Rainforest:  Suggestion for a Project
Lesson plan

Step Actions Media Learningarrangement
• T gives an overview of the aims of the project • tablet/laptop computers

• screen/projector or  
electronic 
whiteboard

• whole class

• S form small groups, read the guiding questions and  discuss how they will 
proceed

• S assign tasks within the group

• cooperative group work

Projectwork
180mins

• S conduct their project (about 4-6 lessons) using  methods they have learnt 
throughout the unit.

• T takes the role of an advisor and facilitator

• S report their progress and possible difficulties  regularly

• cooperative group work

Presentation/  
Discussion

60mins

• At the end of the project phase, students present  their results to the whole 
class

• whole class

backback to Unit 7
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Advance
organiser
10 mins

Preparation
20 mins
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